Jack Offord

Shows from the
heart of Bedales

MUSIC

DRAMA

Mon 14 & Tues 15 Feb, 19.30
Theatre

Join us for the first Bedales concert of 2022 where our music scholars
will perform an evening of solo items and small ensemble pieces. You
are guaranteed an eclectic selection of quality music reflecting our
students’ broad range of musical tastes and talents.

As part of their BAC drama exam, students will perform engaged pieces
of theatre in the style of leading theatrical practitioners. This final
chapter of their BAC Theatre course concludes five terms of invested
and creative work from the whole cohort. The two classes will perform
teacher directed scripts using the style and practices of outstanding
practitioners or companies to ensure that the work is considered,
compelling and pushes the boundaries of creativity.

JP Bland

Wed 19 Jan, 19.00
Lupton Hall

Jack Offord

BAC Scripted Performances

Spring Scholars’ Concert
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3

DRAMA

MUSIC

Dunhurst Show:
Emil and the Detectives

Spring Exhibitioners’ Concert
Wed 2 Mar, 19.00
Lupton Hall

Thu 3 & Fri 4 Mar, 19.00
Theatre

Our numerous Music Exhibitioners will give a performance of solo and
small ensemble items in the lovely setting of the Lupton Hall. Please
note the early start time and that refreshments will be served before the
concert. There will also be a rich banquet of music upon which to feast!

Join young Emil as he says goodbye to his mother, leaves his small town
and sets off on a journey to Berlin that will change his life.
When his money is stolen on the train by a mysterious stranger, Emil
thinks he’s lost everything. But as he starts tracking down the thief, he
soon realises that he’s not alone in the big city.

JP Bland

Simon Kingsley-Pallant

Pupils from Blocks 1 and 2 will perform this wonderful adaptation of
Erich Kästner’s much loved children’s classic.
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DANCE

MUSIC

Bedales Dance Performs

Three Schools’ Concert
Wed 9 Mar, 16:00
Lupton Hall

Students from Blocks 4 to 6.2 will be performing an array of dance works
at Bedales Dance Performs. During the evening they will be showcasing
a variety of both examination pieces for BAC and A Level Dance and
works choreographed for their own passion. The range of works derive
from an eclectic assortment of stimuli including professional
choreographic styles, to concepts from exam boards and students.
The student’s passion and commitment to Dance has resulted in
this inspiring evening of skill, physicality and originality.

We look forward to the return of our Three Schools’ Concert which gives
the chance for our older students to work with and inspire our youngest.
Ensembles from Bedales, Dunhurst and Dunannie will perform choir
and orchestral pieces together. You can expect a thoroughly entertaining
mix of serious and light music in the best expression of students working
together in our musical community.
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Wed 9 Mar, 19.30
Theatre
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DR AMA

DRAMA

Wed 16 Mar, 19.30
Theatre

Mon 25 & Tues 26 Apr, 19.30
New Drama Studios

The 6.2 drama cohort will perform a series of original pieces of
devised theatre influenced by an established theatre practitioner or
company. It is a culmination of their two years of diligent and
wide-reaching work on a huge variety of theatrical genres and styles.
Drama A Level provides a unique and interdisciplinary range of
stimuli which the students use to spark ideas for the pieces. They are
also influenced by the plethora of contemporary theatre makers they
have appreciated over the course.

Bedales Drama is proud to present two plays directed and performed by
the students as part of our Drama enrichment programme. A collection
of creative Sixth Formers have explored and developed scripts to produce
outstanding pieces of theatre. These student-led projects demonstrate
the vision and talent of our students but also their collaborative and
leadership skills.
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Student Directed

Jack Offord

6.2 Examination Performances
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MUSIC

DRAMA

Orchestral Pops

6.1 Drama Examination Performances

Wed 27 Apr, 19.30
Theatre (£10/7.50)

Tue 17 & Wed 18 May, 19.30
Theatre

The 6.1 A Level drama students will perform sections from classic
texts that they have reimagined and reinterpreted in the style of leading
theatrical practitioners. The students are granted creative freedom to
reinvent and develop the scripts, resulting in work which is unique to
the cohort. It also encourages their talents as rounded creative
practitioners, as well as performers. The students devise and develop
these pieces together – they will be marked as performers or designers
in the examination.
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Rachel Ulph

An exciting evening awaits; join us in the theatre for music combining
our classical ensembles and contemporary musicians.  This hugely
anticipated event will use all the musical talent at Bedales to bring to
life some musical gems from classic pop to film and the West End.
Book early to ensure your seat and an evening of musical glamour!
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MUSIC

MUSIC

Dunhurst Rock Show

Summer Scholars’ Concert

Dunhurst Rock Show 2022 promises to be another extraordinary
showcase of our finest young rock musicians. Guitarist, vocalists, keys,
horns and drummers gather together in a celebratory gig,
highlighting both the musical skills and the all-important sense of fun
that our musicians have to offer. A wonderful occasion.

Our Summer Scholars’ Concert will be the last chance to hear some
marvellous solo items from our talented leaving students. You will also
hear the progress made throughout the year by those in the younger
years. Please come and support our musicians who do so much to bring
the community to life at Bedales.

Thu 9 & Fri 10 Jun, 19.00
Theatre

Thu 16 Jun, 19.00
Lupton Hall
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Rachel Ulph

For details on ticket release please see our website
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MUSIC

DRAMA

Summer Exhibitioners’ Concert

Lower School Show

Our Music Exhibitioners do so much to support the music at Bedales
and we look forward to hearing their progress and saying thank you to
our leaving students. You can look forward to a huge variety of music in
a warm supportive environment which allows our students to perform
at their very best.

Our Lower School Show, performed by Blocks 3 and 4 students is a
highlight of the Summer Term for all involved and a proud Parents’
Day offering. These shows are singularly vibrant every year and
designed around the cohorts who all participate in dance and drama
lessons in Block 3. Last year’s Chariots of Fire was a large cast
spectacle full of energy and imagination and this year’s show
promises to be just as inspirational and impressive.

Jack Offord

Thu 23, Fri 24 Jun (19.30) & Sat 25 Jun
For Sat timings please see Parents’ Day Brochure

JP Bland

Wed 22 Jun, 19.00
Lupton Hall
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“Bedales is famous for its
holistic approach to education
and excellence in the arts.”
Tatler Magazine

